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1
SABINA LOVIBOND

Feminism in ancient philosophy
The feminist stake in Greek rationalism

Introduction

Despite the internal diversity of extant `ancient philosophy', it has generally

been agreed that the main intellectual legacy of classical Greece and Rome

to the modern world is the idea of the value of truth and the capacity of

human reason to discover it. This idea, powerfully expressed in the

dialogues of Plato and in the more systematic teaching of Aristotle, has

provided an implicit point of reference ± usually, though not invariably,

positive ± for all subsequent `philosophy' in the western world, and feminist

thought has been no exception to the rule. What remains unresolved,

however, is the proper ratio of positive to negative in the attitude of

feminism to `reason'. Since the eighteenth century at least, there has been

an effort to rethink the rationalist ethical and political tradition for the

bene®t of women, and to detach its characteristic themes (legitimate social

order; mutual recognition among citizens; co-operative pursuit of a

common good) from the ideology of male supremacy. But the sexual

egalitarianism which we inherit from the age of Enlightenment is compli-

cated, today, by a rival impulse of solidarity with what the rationalist

tradition symbolically excludes ± that is, with reason's supposedly feminine

`other' or complement. It is this tension that sets the scene for our

discussion.

Probably the burden of argument can be said to rest at present on those

who still wish to speak of continuity, rather than of discontinuity or

rupture, between feminism and its philosophical past. There is at any rate

no doubt that the overall effect of feminist scholarship since the 1970s has

been to jolt the traditionally educated classical student into a less respectful

attitude. Although it has been cheering to learn of a number of individual

women who practised philosophy in the Greek world (even if their access

to this activity may have been principally through their male kin or sexual

protectors),1 the most in¯uential theme during this period has been that of
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the masculinism of ancient thought ± its assumption, explicit or otherwise,

of the centrality and superiority of the male point of view. Of course it is no

secret that Greece and Rome were patriarchal societies,2 and one can

hardly expect their theoretical products to be unmarked by this fact.

Rather, what has produced a frisson has been the cumulative revelation of

something intellectually embarrassing or scandalous in our classical heri-

tage. In particular, where liberal modernity has prided itself on a suppo-

sedly universal respect for `rational nature', feminist criticism has enabled

us to see in the dominant philosophical culture the enduring effects of a

different and more sinister tradition ± one that teaches the individual

thinking subject to understand himself as essentially not a bearer of the

attributes associated with his sexual, social or ethnic inferiors. Such

criticism suggests that the other side of the rationalist coin may be a

defensive, or `paranoid', attitude to these putative boundaries.3

In the face of growing resistance to any idea of a `canon' of western

literature, it would be pointless to deny that there is a kind of conservatism

involved in choosing to study certain ultra-canonical texts which stand at

the origin of `our' tradition. If nothing else, the choice implies a willingness

to believe that these texts possess the interest and importance claimed for

them. Yet to contribute to the work of handing on a tradition does not

imply an attitude of simple deference towards it: here as elsewhere,

historical insight is at least as valuable to emancipatory causes as it is to the

forces opposing them. Nor can we tell, except by experiment, what

materials from the corpus of European philosophy may be of continuing

use ± in Europe or anywhere else in the world ± to people with the ambition

to think politically. This chapter aims to describe, and to participate in, one

phase of the experiment.

An account of the feminist reception of ancient philosophy should perhaps

begin by looking at the way in which the concept of reason took shape.

When ancient Greek culture is described as having a `rationalist' bent,

some or all of the following points are likely to be intended:

(i) By the ®fth century BC a high value had come to be placed on the fact of

culture itself ± on social stability, the rule of law, speech, intelligence. This

is a recurrent theme, in particular, in the literature of classical Athens,

where it is memorably set forth by writers as diverse as Sophocles,

Thucydides and Plato.4 `Reason' is opposed, in the ®rst instance, to instinct

and brute strength; extant Greek literature shows a vivid consciousness of

how far humanity had advanced in this respect, and of pride in the

achievement, however incomplete.

(ii) By extension from this, value is attached to speech in its more

Feminism in ancient philosophy
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particular capacity of representing or expressing `what is', i.e. reality. This

is arguably still an aspect of the ethical value of culture, since (truthful)

communication is a co-operative act ± the information communicated is a

potentially useful gift to the recipient; hence the power of human intelli-

gence to make contact, through language, with realities elsewhere in space

or time is a resource naturally suited to the furtherance of common aims

(though not, of course, guaranteed to be so used by any particular person).

In any event, speech (logos) and thought (`the mind's dialogue with itself',

Plato, Theaetetus 189e±190a; Sophist 263e) are seen as outstandingly

precious human attributes.

(iii) Next, the value attached to the capacity for representation in general

suggests the idea of the value of theory: the ability to represent features of

reality which are apt to be hidden from view, and perhaps even to grasp the

underlying constitution of reality as a whole. This leads to the elaboration,

on one hand, of materialist theories of nature (the Ionian tradition, which

asks what the world is made of ), and on the other hand, of formalist

theories (the Eleatic tradition, which sees mathematical structure as the

ultimate reality, taking precedence over the matter organized by it). The

latter, formalist, approach (inaugurated by Pythagoras and exempli®ed

above all by Plato) gives rise to what will subsequently be known as

`rationalism' in a more technical sense ± the kind of philosophy based on

mathematical or other a priori methods of enquiry, and contrasted with

`empiricism'. The former achieves its most lasting in¯uence through its

contribution to a system ± that of Aristotle ± which has many points of

continuity with Platonism, but which develops that philosophy along a

path determined not so much by mathematics as by Aristotle's extensive

researches in biology.

The Aristotelian approach to sexual matters offers a relatively obvious

target to feminist criticism. Aristotle (384±322 BC) holds that the essence of

a thing is to be identi®ed with its function, or with what it is `for' from the

point of view of some organic whole to which it belongs (Politics

1253a20±25; cf. de Anima 412b18±20). This identi®cation rests on the

assumption that `Nature does nothing in vain' (Pol. 1256b21), and hence

that in order to understand a thing we must ®rst come to see the point or

purpose of it. Moreover, `nature' for Aristotle is hierarchical: here, as in the

realm of human goal-directed activity, `the lower always exists for the sake

of the higher',5 and indeed every kind of natural thing contributes in its

own way to a single ultimate good (e.g. by being available for human

beings to eat: Pol. 1256b15±20). The natural world is like a household in

which some have greater responsibilities than others, and consequently

greater authority;6 relations of `ruling-and-being-ruled' occur sponta-

sabina lovibond
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neously and ubiquitously within it.7 This doctrine is applied most notor-

iously to the moral justi®cation of slavery (some men `differ from others as

much as the body from the soul or as an animal from a man', Pol.

1254b16±17), but another clear instance of natural dominance and sub-

ordination, in Aristotle's view, is the relation of men to women ± `a union

of the naturally ruling element with the naturally ruled, for the preservation

of both'.8

Aristotle can appeal to his postulate of a purposive nature to explain why

there are two sexes in the ®rst place. In his work On the Generation of

Animals, which maintains that in sexual reproduction `body' comes from

the female and `soul' from the male,9 he says that `As the proximate motive

cause, to which belong the logos and the form, is better and more divine in

its nature than the matter, it is better also that the superior one should be

separate from the inferior one. That is why wherever possible and so far as

possible the male is separate from the female . . . The male, however,

comes together with the female and mingles with it for the business of

generation, because this is something that concerns both of them' (732a3

ff.). In this way Aristotle equips himself at a stroke not just with a

`scienti®c' explanation (in terms of ®nal causality) of the existence of two

differently sexed kinds of animal body, but also with a rationale for the

accepted way of organizing social space (as for example in the Greek

household, where women typically had their own separate quarters).

Probably the most important result of the study of Aristotle by feminists

has been the transformation into objects of historical ± and hence critical ±

study of some of the central themes of male supremacism. We have just

encountered one of these in the shape of the idea that women as such have

a natural `place' which is ®xed by their role in reproduction. Another has

been the idea of femaleness per se as a disability. When Aristotle opines

that `we should look upon the female state as being as it were a deformity,

though one which occurs in the ordinary course of nature',10 he lends his

authority to what has proved a remarkably durable conception of the

female animal, qua female, as defective. And this supposed defectiveness is

as much psychological as physical, for we read in Politics I (1260a10 ff.)

that `All these persons [freeman and slave, male and female, adult and

child] possess in common the different parts of the soul [namely, the

rational/ruling and the irrational/ruled elements]; but they possess them in

different ways. The slave is entirely without the faculty of deliberation; the

female indeed possesses it, but in a form which remains inconclusive

[akuron, lacking in authority]; and if children also possess it, it is only in an

immature form.'

The idea that human rational capacities are realized to an unequal degree

13
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in different classes of person leads Aristotle to reject the view advanced by

Socrates in Plato's Meno (73ac) that virtue must have a common structure

wherever it is found, and to assign to men and women respectively distinct

grades of virtue corresponding to their distinct social functions. `The ruler',

he argues, `must possess moral goodness in its full and perfect form [i.e. the

form based on rational deliberation] . . . but all other persons need only

possess [it] to the extent required of them [by their particular position] . . .

[So] temperance ± and similarly fortitude and justice ± are not, as Socrates

held, the same in a woman as they are in a man. Fortitude in the one, for

example, is shown in connection with ruling; in the other, it is shown in

connection with serving; and similarly with the rest of the virtues' (Pol.

1260a17±24).

Aristotle is on the lookout for the `full and perfect form' of moral

goodness because he holds that the function (and hence the nature) of any

given type of thing is to be discovered by looking at an example that

represents the norm for that type: `We must ®x our attention, in order to

discover what nature intends, not on those which are in a corrupt, but on

those which are in a natural condition.'11 This principle, when conjoined

with the assumption of superior perfection in the male (not just biologi-

cally, which would follow from the considerations about sexual difference

noted earlier, but in respect of the functions of thought and deliberation

that de®ne our humanity),12 is of interest to modern feminism because it

underwrites the tradition whereby `man' denotes ± by a non-accidental

semantic slippage ± both humanity in general and the male sex as its

`natural' representative. It is only since the nineteenth century that there

has been an effective challenge to the brute social facts rationalized by this

tradition, namely the denial of full legal and political personality to

women; and much more recently that attention has come to be paid to

related symbolic phenomena such as the `inclusive' use of the masculine

pronoun.

The evidence introduced so far has had a purely negative signi®cance for

our topic.13 Turning now to the somewhat different tradition represented

by Socrates (c. 470±399 BC) and Plato (c. 429±347 BC), we will ®nd that

the picture becomes more complex. On one hand, it is not surprising that

the extreme intellectualism of these philosophers should have been seen as

hospitable to the idea of sexual equality, especially since one of the most

in¯uential Platonic texts contains a ground-breaking argument ± however

limited and ¯awed in detail ± for that very idea. This is the famous passage

(Republic V, 455de and context) where Socrates is made to point out that in

a rational political order (sexual) anatomy ± at least for some women ±

would not be destiny, since it is irrelevant to the ability to perform social

sabina lovibond
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functions other than that of producing children. Despite the solemn

concession that on average men as a sex are better at everything than

women as a sex, this passage leaves us with the all-important insight

(454de) that while biological sexual difference assigns different `natural

roles' to women and men within the sphere of sexual reproduction, it does

not determine a `natural' way for each of the sexes to contribute to the

wider social order, so that there is no reason why women (for example)

should not take part in the traditionally masculine activities of law-

enforcement and defence. In a comment celebrated for its amusement

value,14 Aristotle complains that Plato's vision is ¯awed by his failure to

notice that human beings, unlike other animals, live in households and

consequently have sexually differentiated functions. This criticism, of

course, misses the point that there is nothing in their reproductive biology

to prevent human beings from replacing the traditional household with

some alternative system of meeting their day-to-day material needs; but it is

no more questionable on that score than the present-day habit of worrying

about the welfare of children whose mothers (as opposed to `parents') go

out to work, and even in the twentieth century there have been those for

whom Plato's disregard for orthodox sexual psychology has retained a

certain power to disturb.15

Against this passage, however, must be weighed the evidence amassed by

recent scholarship that Plato's `feminism' is no more than super®cial. This

evidence ranges from the frequent occurrence in his writings of common-

place psychological sexism,16 through the unselfconscious application of

conventional notions of gender to more speculative metaphysical or

cosmological questions (as at Timaeus 50c7 ff.), to the kind of motif which

± most disturbingly for those who would like to see Plato as rising above

the biologism of Aristotle ± convicts his thought of a refusal, at the

`imaginary'17 level, of the fact of sexual difference. Under the last heading

fall those elements which can be read as symptoms of an unconscious

impulse to equate femininity with the darkness of unenlightened nature

(the womb-like Cave of Republic VII),18 to diminish women's powers of

physical reproduction by treating them as a mere symbol of the genuine

(spiritual) reproduction accomplished by men through the power of

logos,19 and in general to suppress the emotionally unacceptable theme of

natural transience or `becoming' through a variant of the philosophy of

`being' derived from the Presocratic philosopher Parmenides.20

This negative evidence looks more powerful than any grounds for

optimism provided by the ¯eeting appearance in a Platonic dialogue of the

idea that `nature's' intentions for women may not be exhausted by family

life. It also possesses the kind of prestige accruing to a `suspicious' reading

15
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± one that claims the authority to go beyond a mere reconstruction of what

the text was meant to convey. I think that in the case now before us this

authority is incontrovertible and that whatever else we may ®nd in Plato's

writings, we can hardly recover our innocence with regard to the fantasy

enacted there of a woman-free regime of procreation and eternal life. The

disclosure of this barely suppressed gender theme at the origin of western

philosophy has produced a kind of epistemological break in feminist

theory, and has largely overturned the older view that the Socratic school ±

by virtue of its insistence on the psyche (`soul' or `mind') rather than the

embodied creature as the real person ± could be credited with a `well-

reasoned and deliberate attempt . . . to improve the position of women in

Greece'.21

However, rather than dwell on the unconscious provocation offered by

Platonism to the (woman-identi®ed) woman reader, I would like to turn the

tables and discuss an unacknowledged debt which that reader may owe to

the philosophy responsible for her symbolic annihilation. The debt I have

in mind relates to the concept of form or limit, and to the organizing role of

this concept in Pythagorean±Platonic philosophy. Limit (peras) is con-

trasted with the apeiron (the indeterminate or formless ± a character

attributed, in this way of thinking, to matter), and together the two make

up one of ten pairs of opposed terms which Aristotle (Metaphysics 986a22

ff.) says were recognized by the Pythagoreans as ontological or cosmolo-

gical `®rst principles'.22 The pairs (which in fact include `good' and `bad')

each comprise a `good' and a `bad' term, though in some cases the values

attaching to them are derived from a highly speci®c philosophy of mathe-

matics; `limit' falls on the `good' side of the table, pre®guring the role of

`forms' or universals as ideal paradigms in middle-period Platonism. For

us, though, the important point is the appearance of `male' and `female' in

the list. What this has suggested to feminist readers, especially to those

in¯uenced by `deconstructionist' modes of reading, is that Platonism ± and

by extension all `rationalist' philosophy, in the technical sense introduced

earlier ± possesses a gendered conceptual structure. For example, in

addition to portraying form or determinacy per se as good and indetermi-

nacy as bad, there seems to be a fair amount of textual evidence that Plato

pictures their distinctive goodness or badness in a way that is shaped by

images of sexual difference.23

Now to note the existence of such a structure is not yet to work out how

we can best negotiate the hazard it may present to our thinking; and on this

question I have nothing of a general methodological nature to offer.

Instead, what I want to pursue in the rest of this chapter is the more

concrete suggestion that however integral the hierarchically ordered `male±

sabina lovibond
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female' pair may be to Greek rationalism, feminist students of the tradition

have at least one powerful incentive not to treat that fact as decisive for

their own `theoretical practice'. There is, of course, something uncomfor-

table in the prospect of continuing to acquiesce in a cognitive order within

which the attribute of femaleness has, historically, borne a negative value.24

Yet it would be hard to deny that the consciousness of this metaphysical

misogyny ± a consciousness which the `feminism of difference'25 has done

so much to enforce ± has to co-exist in our minds with much else that we

have learned about what is to count as enquiry or as (ordered, purposive)

thought. In particular ± and as if we still heard an echo of the Platonic

proposition that `the source of all ®ne things is found in a mixture of the

unlimited with that which has limit' (Philebus 26b) ± the quest for a

satisfying accommodation between `form' and `matter' continues to pre-

occupy us. This holds good both in the theoretical sphere (we see it as a

merit in a theory that it should organize its subject-matter into a uni®ed

whole, but without doing too much violence to observational or intuitive

data), and also in the practical (we aspire to a political order that would

extend legal rights and duties to all citizens, but without denying their

individuality). We may not know exactly what would constitute the

concrete ful®lment of either of these ideals, but this does not prevent us

from using them for purposes of orientation. All attempts to pass beyond a

purely abstract or `minimalist' account of truth (or beyond a dogmatic

`intuitionism' about questions of value), and to specify under what condi-

tions we feel we are making theoretical or practical progress, seem to owe

something to the Platonic schema.

Feminists who acknowledge the persistent (if not unquestioningly ac-

cepted) presence of rationalist values in their own thinking have found it

natural to explain this phenomenon in a spirit of `critical realism'. That is,

they point out that if there is to be any possibility of the kind of active

response to female subordination that consists in understanding it, there

must ®rst be the possibility of understanding anything at all, i.e. of

successfully bringing thought to bear on it. Our criteria of success here, if

they are to command the kind of recognition that will mediate agreement,

cannot be conjured out of thin air by each individual thinker for her own

use but must owe something to a common background of intellectual

experience ± even if, as is inevitable, this background incorporates the

common social experience of subordination on which feminism tries to

re¯ect. So despite the strictures of those theorists who see any project of

truth-orientated enquiry as structurally incapable of accommodating the

fact of sexual difference, it is plausible to represent the relation of feminist

thought to its discursive environment in terms of `Neurath's boat', which

17
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cannot ®nd a haven safe from error but has to be repaired while out at

sea.26 This is in effect the position of all those who look with scepticism on

the idea of a radical, or absolute, break with existing habits of thought.27

The reasoning just sketched takes the form of a `dialectical' argument,

where our partners in dialogue would be the proponents of an absolute

break with epistemic tradition. It assumes that feminists, as such, will think

of themselves as a body of people characterized not just by certain

behavioural symptoms, but by a project of collective action, i.e. of

behaviour which is purposive (and hence ± so far as any human behaviour

merits this description ± intentionally controlled). And it is ready to build

on this assumption by arguing that if we think of the feminist project as

de®ned by certain controlling purposes or values, these must be capable of

being discursively recommended to people not already persuaded of their

practical claim upon us; otherwise they would not be values but merely

arbitrary objects of pursuit.

This ®rst dialectical argument appeals to what we might expect feminists

to acknowledge as the logical consequences of adherence to anything

recognizable as a politics. However, it may be possible to construct a

further, less familiar dialectical argument to the same conclusion ± namely,

the impossibility of a complete severance of feminism from its rationalist

antecedents ± on the basis of the substantive political views we can expect

feminists to hold. These views have to do with the defence of women's

generic interests, in so far as these can be identi®ed in a given context,

against any unjust precedence enjoyed by the generic interests of men.28 So

our second dialectical argument will be addressed to feminists, no longer

simply as `political' beings in the abstract, but now as adherents to a

speci®c politics.

It will start from the suggestion that we can discern within modern

normative thinking two main themes, each with its distinct `genealogy'.

This suggestion has no claim to originality, but derives from the nineteenth-

century paradigm of modern culture as a zone of contention between the

rival forces of `Hebraism' and `Hellenism'. Our terminology here, which

gained currency in English from Matthew Arnold's essay Culture and

Anarchy (1869),29 obviously belongs to the synthetic or imaginative genre

of historical thought rather than to exact philology. Still, it may be that this

contrast between the Judaeo-Christian and the classical elements in western

culture can be of service in rendering the perception of our Greek

inheritance more determinate, and so in clarifying the sense in which

feminist thinking may need to reconcile itself to the presence of `Hellenic'

elements within it.

In Culture and Anarchy Arnold explains `Hebraism' and `Hellenism' as

sabina lovibond
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two distinct spiritual disciplines with a common goal ± `man's perfection or

salvation' (p. 121). Both are `profound and admirable manifestations of

man's life, tendencies and powers' (p. 125), but they diverge dramatically

in content. For Hellenism the key to salvation is to think truly or `see things

as they really are', whereas for Hebraism it is `conduct and obedience' (p.

123). Again, while the leading idea of Hebraism is that of strictness of

conscience, that of Hellenism is spontaneity of consciousness: `to follow,

with ¯exible activity, the whole play of the universal order, to be apprehen-

sive of missing any part of it, of sacri®cing one part to another, to slip away

from resting in this or that intimation of it, however capital' (p. 124). The

materials already assembled in this discussion suggest another way of

putting Arnold's point: what he understands as the `Hellenic' ideal consists

in the capture of all the content, or matter, of reality within our thinking,

which must therefore be organized in such a way as to accommodate it,

assigning every element to a place from which it will not be dislodged. So it

consists in giving thought a form that will do justice to the seemingly

anarchic plurality of what there is for us to think. And this looks like a

natural point of application for the duality of `limit' and `unlimited' which

we have seen to be central to the Pythagorean±Platonic tradition.

We know that within that tradition the principle of `limit', for example,

is dominant with respect to that of the `unlimited'. But by now, with the

feminist critique of `reason' before us, we may be disposed to look around

for alternatives to this way of thinking. And, in fact, a number of resources

for questioning it can be discovered within Greek culture. Hegel and

Nietzsche have drawn attention to some of them: the contrast between

`written' and `unwritten' law explored in Sophocles' Antigone calls into

question the Platonic value-hierarchy (while preserving its gendered char-

acter);30 the contrast between the `Apollonian' and `Dionysian' principles

sees in the artistic achievement of Greek tragedy a distinctively aesthetic

solution to the problem of existence ± a device which works by af®rming,

and converting into a ground of triumph over personal suffering, the

merely super®cial character of separate individual existence.31 And it is

worth recalling that even for Plato the principles of form and formlessness

do not stand in a relation of unmitigated opposition, but need to be

correctly combined with one another in order to produce objects of value

within the domain of experience ± just as the principle of `difference', along

with that of `sameness', eventually has to be understood as part of the

structure of `what is'.32

However, what may be of more signi®cance for our second dialectical

argument is a mode of thought in which positive value is associated with

the limitless as such. It is at this point that we encounter the `Hebraic'

19
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element in our moral tradition ± that concerned with obedience.33

Nietzsche writes in Beyond Good and Evil:

What Europe owes to the Jews? ± Many things, good and bad, and above all

one thing that is at once of the best and the worst: the grand style in morality,

the dreadfulness and majesty of in®nite demands.34

In®nite demands ± as exempli®ed by the Old Testament story of God's

incomprehensible order to Abraham to sacri®ce Isaac, the story which

prompts Kierkegaard's famous re¯ections on the inadequacy of an ethics

grounded in social or `universal' rationality.35 Greek rationalism offers us

the ideal of a moral order characterized by perfect integration or harmony

± the condition in which every element in a complex whole has been

stabilized, setting the whole at peace with itself (Plato, Rep. 443c9±444a2);

or where the actions that give expression to an individual personality are as

perfectly judged as a work of art in which one `wouldn't change a thing'

(Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1106b8±16).36 `Limit' is of the essence

here because if we think of a moral entity ± be it a social unit comprising a

number of persons, or a human life comprising a variety of particular

actions ± as a complex object capable of displaying a greater or lesser

degree of formal perfection, then clearly that perfection will be compro-

mised by the exaggerated development of any one component part or

tendency, or by any local feature that detracts from the overall `balance' of

the object. This moral ideal is shaped by a sensibility that is apt to condemn

any such feature as absurd, barbarous, `offensive to reason'. By contrast, a

morality centred upon the value of obedience to God's will (whatever

blend of the literal and the metaphorical we may bring to our under-

standing of this phrase) will never see an object of moral appraisal as

dis®gured, but on the contrary as ful®lled or perfected, by the ever more

extreme realization of this disposition; its demands will thus take on the

`sublime' aspect associated with immeasurable depth or height.

What is the bearing of each of these traditions on modern moral or

political thought? Suppose we `begin with what is known to us', as

Aristotle says, and consider a contrast that has become very familiar to

feminist students of philosophy since the 1980s: that between the `ethics of

justice' and the `ethics of care'.37

At ®rst glance there is no apparent connection between this contrast and

that of `Hellenism versus Hebraism' which we have just been considering.

Yet it seems to me that on closer inspection an interesting congruence

emerges between the nineteenth-century schema and the contemporary

one, and that this ®nding can be used to shed light on the signi®cance of

each for feminism. Of course such a procedure makes sense only in so far as
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we credit feminism with some determinate belief-content by virtue of

which feminists have reason to react in a particular way to this or that

phenomenon: this was why I noted that the argument now under construc-

tion, like our earlier `Neurath's boat' considerations, could be regarded as

dialectical in form.

The standard way of introducing the contrast between an `ethics of

justice' and an `ethics of care' is by reference to the different degrees of

authority they give to abstract principle relative to the claims arising out of

concrete involvement with others. An ethics of justice represents the

thinking of a morally competent person as centred on the search for

universal rules; though prompted by the moral dif®culties of daily life, it

passes beyond them in so far as it works towards a stable view of what

should happen in any situation `relevantly similar to this one'. An ethics of

care on the other hand sees moral intelligence as consisting primarily, if not

exclusively, in (suitably informed) sensitivity to the needs of others ±

`sensitivity' here retaining its connotation of emotional responsiveness,

capacity for vicarious distress, etc., as opposed to the theoretical awareness

of life's evils which exists more or less inertly in most of us. We might say

that for the former approach the characteristically ethical question is: `Has

everyone got what is due to them in this situation?',38 while for the latter it

is: `Has everyone got what they need here?' (Or, more ambitiously: `Is

everyone happy?)' These questions, or perhaps the `carer's question' in

particular, encapsulate states of mind whose gendered nature should be

obvious; their importance for feminism stems from the conviction that the

care-centred component of moral rationality has been systematically

(though not of course inexplicably) underemphasized at the level of theory.

I think it is plausible to represent the contrast between these two

approaches ± or if they are seen as jointly realized to some extent in the

moral consciousness of every individual, between these two components of

morality ± in terms of the Platonic principles of `limit' and the absence of

limit. And if this is accepted, then we can see the opposition of `justice' and

`care' ± understood as they have been within recent feminist writing ± as a

reworking of that between `Hellenism' (with its ideal of order and balance)

and `Hebraism' (with its ideal of submission).39

Nietzsche's vision of the `dreadfulness and majesty of in®nite demands'

may seem far removed from the range of activities celebrated by feminist

exponents of the ethics of care, much of which is accounted for by the daily

round of women's physical service to others, especially to young children.

But the theme of limitlessness within the ethics of care emerges once we

attend, precisely, to the cyclical and interminable nature of such service: `a

woman's work is never done', or as Simone de Beauvoir observes, it is such
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as to condemn the worker to `immanence'40 because of the continual need

to repeat actions such as feeding and cleaning. The demands acknowledged

by someone adhering to an ethics of care can be described as in®nite, to

begin with, in this mundane sense. But there is another, less literal sense in

which they can be so described: because the adherent of such an ethics

accepts, even if only by default, the role of one whom others count on to

meet their needs, she cannot think of her obligations as ending anywhere

short of the point where those needs have been (`well enough',41 if not

perfectly) met ± and the location of that point depends on contingencies not

fully predictable or controllable by her. We may recall here Emmanuel

Levinas's re¯ections on the `empirical event of obligation to another', a

responsibility to which he says it is `impossible to ®x limits', so that `to be

one's brother's keeper is to be his hostage'.42

The aptness of picturing the traditionally feminine side of ethics as

`unlimited' in character is reinforced by Kant's contrast between `narrow'

and `wide' obligation.43 A narrow obligation is such that failure to comply

with it is automatically culpable, as when we encroach on another person's

rights; whereas failure to comply on any given occasion with a `wide'

obligation (like that of helping others or cultivating one's own talents),

provided it does not express any vicious principle, is merely a `de®ciency in

moral worth'.44 Now this implies that in the case of wide obligations, just

as there is no de®nite point of transition from permissible to transgressive

behaviour, so there is also no de®nite point at which one can say one has

done enough. `No rational principle prescribes speci®cally how far one

should go'45 in such an effort, yet the effort itself is mandatory: without it,

one does not qualify as a conscientious person. In this way we arrive at a

classi®cation of duties which seems to align itself with the structures we

have just been exploring: narrow obligations are those associated with the

realm of law, or at any rate of some authority which can determine what is

due to or from any given person; wide obligations belong, rather, to the

realm of upbringing, i.e. to the scene of a continuing effort ± not however

mediated in any direct way by the exercise of formal authority ± to establish

certain dispositions of character. Again, a gendered contrast: women can

recognize themselves as the de facto custodians of the domestic or

`inde®nite' part of ethics, men as the custodians of the juridical or `de®nite'

part.

The tendency of our second dialectical argument will therefore be to

suggest that even in the face of all the disrespect, whether literal or

symbolic, offered to women by the Greek rationalist tradition, feminism

cannot afford to regard the condition of indebtedness to that tradition as

an intolerable contamination. For it is within this part of our inherited
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corpus of `morality' that we have the best prospects of ®nding a counter-

weight to the Judaeo-Christian theme of unconditional obedience, which,

for all its grandeur, is (in `worldly' terms) full of danger for women. No

doubt the `justice versus care' theme in recent feminist theory represents a

legitimate protest against the excessive prominence of the `Hellenic', or

form-related, contribution to ethics. But the fact remains that `care' is, or

must at some point be expressed in, work (the practical love of one's

neighbour, as Kant would put it), and if we fail to question the social

distribution of the burdens and bene®ts of such work, we effectively

acquiesce in the systematic injustice towards women that exists in this

domain.46 Worse, if we seek to reclaim as a source of female pride the

particular form of moral consciousness that makes one `hostage' to the

needs (or demands) of others, we are liable to provide further proof of the

principle that any attempt to promote feminism by af®rming the `feminine'

leaves one `wallowing in the mire of ideology'.47 So our present line of

thought can be summed up by saying that feminism needs to grasp

historically, and to resist politically, the imaginary link between femininity

and the indeterminate or in®nite;48 not to accept this particular cultural

product as a source of insight into `moral reality', but on the contrary to

bring `limit' into female ethical experience where it is currently lacking ±

especially where that experience re¯ects the power historically enjoyed by

men to limit their own exposure to ethical claims, and to transfer any

unwanted surplus to women.

To concede that we can learn this much from Greek philosophy is not to

argue that `caring' values should be assigned a subordinate place within

ethics, still less that they should be banished from it. Rather, it is to suggest

that there is a sense in which feminists can endorse the search for a `correct

mixture' of the relevant principles of limit and non-limit. Justice, under-

stood as the manifestation of a will to impose limit (or form) on human

relations, would be super¯uous if it were not for the vulnerability of human

beings ± their susceptibility, not just in infancy but potentially at any

moment in life, to conditions which prevent them from asserting themselves

successfully and which make them dependent on the readiness of others to

®ll the gap by appeal to a common understanding of rights and duties. It

arises, however ¯ickeringly and erratically, from an awareness of this

shared vulnerability, which is in effect a continuing shared dependence on

the power of `care' to motivate others to help us. However, because of the

practical demands imposed by the caring attitude, the systematically

skewed de facto distribution of these demands between women and men is

itself a moral problem which calls for redress. For us, if not for the ancient

world, it constitutes a situation of precisely the kind to which the concept
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of justice applies: one in which a vulnerable group (here, women as family

members, exposed to exploitation by the stubborn survival of the idea that

the business of `care' falls particularly to them) must look for protection to

a certain moral (or political) consensus. I think it is fair to say that that

consensus does not yet exist, but is something that feminism aspires to

create, at least in so far as it declines to be drawn into a romantic

celebration of the state of exposure to `in®nite demands'. And in at-

tempting, more soberly, to spell out what is demanded of each of us in the

name of social and generational solidarity, perhaps we can after all think of

ourselves as engaged in something akin to the classical endeavour to apply

reason to human life. For however different the prospective solution, the

problem ± as ever ± is that of how best to organize our collective existence,

given the kind of natural species that we are.49
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